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Recent CyberShake developments include:
  1) Integrating a new rupture generator, Graves and Pitarka (2019), with modified rupture parameters.
  2) Broadband CyberShake, by integrating deterministic CyberShake with Broadband Platform stochastic sims.

New Rupture Models Broadband CyberShake

 We updated the kinematic rupture generator used in CyberShake to Graves 
and Pitarka v5.4.2.  This increases the variability of rupture parameters, produc-
ing what we believe to be more realistic ruptures.

Comparison of Graves & Pitarka v5.4.2 (top) to previous version, v3.3.1 (bottom) for 
a M7.85 southern San Andreas event.

 To sample hypocenter variability, CyberShake distributes hypocenters along 
the fault surface with roughly even spacing.  We investigated the impact of 
modifying this parameter, and changed our models from 4.5 to 4 km spacing.

We made a number of improvements to the CyberShake rupture models.
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Comparison Curves

3 sec RotD50 hazard curves for USC with 6 
different values of hypocentral spacing.  Denser 
spacing leads to generally higher hazard at high 
ground motion levels.

Histogram of ground motions for the largest 
contributing rupture.  Hypocentral spacings 
denser than 4.5 km have longer tails at the 
high end.

3 sec RotD50 curves for USC (left) and STNI (right), old rupture generator (black) vs. new (blue)

 We have integrated the Graves & Pitarka high-frequency module from the 
SCEC Broadband Platform into CyberShake, enabling broadband CyberShake 
runs which combine low-frequency deterministic results with stochastic 
high-frequency results.  

Code Refactoring
 To enable CyberShake to benefit from future improvements to the BBP modules, 
we refactored eight BBP executables into an API.  Since CyberShake and BBP use 
different data formats, we separated the I/O components from the science kernels.
 These code changes will be integrated back into the BBP.

int main(ac,av) {
...
float *s1, amax;
int i;
...
float max = -1.0e+20;
float min = 1.0e+20;
int inbin = 0;
int keepsign = 0;
float scale = 1.0;
...
s1=NULL;
s1=read_wccseis(infile,&head1,s1,inbin);
for(i=0;i<head1.nt;i++) {
 if(s1[i] > max)
  max = s1[i];
 if(s1[i] < min)
  min = s1[i];
 }
...
printf("%10.2f %13.5e 
%s\n",head1.edist,peak,head1.stat);
}

int main(ac,av) {
float *s1;
int inbin = 0;
...
s1 = NULL;
s1 = read_wccseis(infile,&head1,s1,inbin);

float peak = wcc_getpeak(ac, av, s1, 
head1);

printf("%10.2f %13.5e 
%s\n",head1.edist,peak,head1.stat);
}

float wcc_getpeak(int param_string_len, 
char** param_string, float* s1, struct 
statdata* head1) {
 float amax;
 int i;
 float max = -1.0e+20;
 float min = 1.0e+20;
 int keepsign = 0;
 float scale = 1.0;
...
 for(i=0;i<head1->nt;i++) {
  if(s1[i] > max)
   max = s1[i];
  if(s1[i] < min)
   min = s1[i];
  }
 ...
}

Approach

Example code refactored into main() and a 
science kernel subroutine, wcc_getpeak().  
wcc_getpeak() can now be called directly from 
CyberShake code.  Code in green pertains to 
I/O and is extracted into main(); code in 
orange is part of the science kernel and 
becomes the subroutine.

Original Code Refactored Code

High-frequency stochastic seismogram, 
produced from SCEC BBP

Low-frequency deterministic seismogram, 
produced from CyberShake wave propagation

Filter and 
merge

Broadband CyberShake seismogram

For each of ~500,000 events:


